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About this presentation 
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Use the example of collecting and sharing good practice, 

to address the question: 

How will the England NRN contribute to 

improved RDP implementation in future? 

 Set-up and use of the “good practice” database 

 Assessment/evaluation 

 Contribution to implementation? 

 Reflection on future approach  

 



What is the National Rural Network? 
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NRN benefits 
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• Stakeholders experience a coherent and consistent RDP, and can 

easily access the most appropriate funding opportunities and 

advice. 

• Better targeted investments and higher quality implementation – 

allowing RDP to meet its policy objectives.  This includes specific 

NRN support for the Growth Programme, knowledge transfer and 

innovation. 

• RDP responds to needs of stakeholders via national level and 

local level engagement. 

• Awareness and appreciation of RDP – reputation and trust among 

stakeholders. 

• Better value for money from comms/engagement across the 

programme. 



RDPE Network project database 
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• Voluntary and user-generated – projects themselves 

upload information via an online form. 

• Basic information on location, funding, purpose of 

project and contact details. 

• Promoted via the RDPE Network monthly newsletter 

(circulation around 1,330, mainly Axis 3 and 4 

interests). 

• Now over 2,000 projects from across England, mainly 

LEADER, including some transnational. 

 

 



The Database 
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www.rdpenetwork.defra.gov.uk/

projects  

http://www.rdpenetwork.defra.gov.uk/projects
http://www.rdpenetwork.defra.gov.uk/projects


Assessment/evaluation 
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Independent evaluation, and discussions with 

stakeholders: 

• Database is valuable but needs to be improved in 

terms of coverage of programme and searchable by 

theme/type of beneficiary. 

• Exchange of knowledge and good practice is a key 

area where the NRN can add value: 

 analyse and transfer learning from case studies 

 capture and promote the benefits of the 

programme 

• The database is one (important) tool to support this. 

 

 



Contribution to implementation? 
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• Hard to measure: database has been useful but we 

need to strengthen its place in the intervention logic. 

• This is true for many networking interventions – we 

need to be clear about the outcomes we want, and 

how we contribute to them.  

• For greater impact, the database needs to be more 

integrated with other knowledge transfer activities: 

 Stimulus for co-operation, innovation… 

 More information on project development and 

delivery? 

 

 



Intervention Logic 
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NRN objectives 

(SMART 

deliverables) 

Outcomes 

(impact on RDP 

implementation) 
 

Better targeted 

programme; higher 

volume/better quality 

applications; more 

effective conversion 

into projects; better 

quality of projects; 

integration across 

RDP and other 

initiatives… 

Publicity and 

information 

requirements (Annex 

III of Implementing Act) 

Input - NRN activities 

(Communications Plans 

for NSU, Delivery 

Bodies, stakeholder 

networks and orgs, 

EWG etc) 

NRN aims and 

objectives (Article 54 

of Rural Development 

Regulation) 

England specific NRN 

objectives (from needs 

assessment, SWOT - 

Programme Document) 

NRN output 

indicators 

NRN and RDP 

outcome 

indicators 



Lessons learned (summary) 
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Work in partnership with 
interested parties 

“communications” is more than the dissemination of information – the focus should be on 
engagement and partnership with stakeholders to ensure successful delivery (high quality 
delivery that meets policy outcomes) – this means being responsive and flexible in working 
with stakeholders to address issues. 

Open and regular 
dialogue 

Open and regular dialogue works very well – people need and appreciate “live” information 
– often better than a “vacuum” which can generate speculation.  

Build on successful 
networks and good 
practice 

E.g. RDP External Working Group – close and constructive dialogue that keeps stakeholder 
networks informed as policies develop, and provides a valuable sounding board.  LEADER 
Exchange Group – a valuable forum for dialogue between Defra and the LEADER community.  
Dialogue with interested parties through local events.  Thematic working groups to help 
develop specific schemes. 

A broader role for the 
National Rural Network 

Awareness of the RDPE Network is low.  Networking using the NRN needs to be better 
resourced and embedded in the Rural Development Programme.  To support the NRN, we 
need a comprehensive plan for the activities of the Network Support Unit and the Defra 
delivery bodies.  The NRN will need a distinct role – defined by a clear intervention logic, 
priorities and objectives.  Stakeholders should have more involvement in its governance. 
New RDR = comprehensive range of duties for the NRN – including links with measures on 
innovation, advice, co-operation and Leader.  

More joined up approach 
across the RDP 

Consistent messaging, “a single RDP” to tie schemes together.  Closer working between 
programme management and delivery.  Streamlined engagement with stakeholders. 

Tailored support  to 
beneficiaries 

Access to reliable local support to ensure high quality applications and implementation. 
Peer-to-peer learning and knowledge/best practice transfer has a role to play here. 

Capture the benefits of 
the programme 

Do more to promote the good work that beneficiaries of the RDPE do.  This would help to 
promote the Programme but also support transfer of knowledge and best practice – an 
important driver of innovation.  NRN has a key role. 



A future approach for England NRN… 
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• NRN covers whole Programme 

• Single Communications / Stakeholder Strategy 

• Network Support Unit, MA and delivery bodies work 

alongside each other, also role for stakeholder orgs. 

• Stakeholder steering group/sounding board 

• NRN has increased, still modest, TA budget - but 

significant contribution by delivery bodies 

• Interaction with Europe – we can learn  

from each other to improve our NRN 

• More ‘intelligent’ project database 
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